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ABSTRACT
Talent is evenly distributed across zip codes; opportunity is not”. This saying formed the foundation for the growth

of the online freelance industry. The ability to tap into talent unbounded by geography is the key reason why online

freelancing becomes one of the fastest growing markets in the world. The online freelance market today has

become a primary source of income to many skilled professionals and an economically sustainable means of

expansion for companies all across the world.

Currently in the USA, freelancers constitute 35% of the total country’s workforce - up to 55 million workers from

roughly one   fth of that only 10 years ago. Globally, specialized freelancing in digital services is also seeing immense

growth, with online talent platforms expected to contribute $2.75 trillion to the Global GDP 2025.
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However, with immense growth come di    cult

problems. The issues currently faced in online

freelancing include:

Poor quality control on freelancer delivery, putting

clients at risk of wasting time and losing money.
Identity thefts as freelancers are exposed on these

platforms.
Lack of guaranteed pay for hours worked on jobs

for freelancers, especially during job disputes

between clients and freelancers.
Unfair competition between freelancers with fake

reviews, and auction-styled price bidding which

leads to exploitation of freelancers for cheap pay
And auction-styled price bidding which leads to

exploitation of freelancers for cheap pay.
Hirefreehands set out to tackle these problems 2 years

ago by designing a platform with Quality Control at its

heart, ensuring freelancers were able to compete

healthily for jobs without risking exploitation and also

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

$2.75
TRILLION

ensuring every client gets perfect quality for every job

posted on the platform.
We designed a ‘Price Regulation Algorithm’ that

leveled the playing ground between freelancers, and

ensured that clients would only be able to hire based

on quality, as price bids were eliminated. We also

engaged in deep KYC protocols, to verify skills of

freelancers, before they could work on the platform.

We provided opportunity and hope to freelancers and

clients across 12 di   erent countries.

Today in the age of blockchain technology, we can

now decentralize quality control and extend

opportunity to users across the world. With the

introduction of the new Hirefreehands token ($HFT),

the Hirefreehands platform can scale globally and still

maintain quality by allowing eligible tokenholders to:

Ÿ Resolve disputes through Jury-based voting on the

blockchain.
Participate skill veri  cation and KYC in the

recruitment of new freelancers.
Collaborate more e      iently with semi automated

Project management on the blockchain.
Earn a share of platform fees by contributing to the

growth and sustenance of the platform.

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Hirefreehands is our vision for the workplace of the

future. One where the sustainable growth, nancial

inclusion and access to opportunity is driven by the

global community.

The workplace of the future, sustained and driven by a global community

EXPECTED GROWTH IN GLOBAL

GDP FROM ONLINE FREELANCE
TALENT PLATFORMS IN

2025
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PROBLEM
Difficulty in Retrieving Payments from Platforms

Generally, most freelancing platforms today conduct escrow payments to ensure there is an

agreement between the client and the freelancer, before the freelancer gets paid. In

dispute free cases where the freelancer does get paid for the work done, retrieving his

earnings from the platform into actual cash that can be spent in real life becomes a great

issue. Most platforms take an average of 3 business days just to remit funds to a

freelancer’s bank account, and many talented freelancers in lesser-developed countries

especially in Africa, are not able to make withdrawals for work done until they open a foreign

bank account, which is impossible 95% of the time.
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The top freelancing platforms today charge users multiple times, over the same job, and end

up keeping as high as 30% in commissions, when spread across the transaction chain. In

many cases, clients are charged a commission when they make a payment to be placed in

escrow, freelancers are charged when they bid for jobs, and are charged a percentage of

the job value when it get awarded to them.

To top it all off, most top freelancing platforms deduct withdrawal charges from freelancers

when they retrieve earnings from the platform to the bank account.

Remittance Charges and High Transaction Fees

Lack of Quality Control

For all the charges deducted across the transaction chain of a job, the top freelancing

platforms do not take steps to protect the client’s money. KYC is only enforced when a

freelancer tries to make a withdrawal, and no steps are taken to ensure a freelancer’s skill

level displayed on his profile is accurate and not misleading to clients. Freelancers mostly

win jobs by undercutting their prices so low, that quality is thrown out of the window as

every job turns to a price bidding war. This leads most freelancers to turn to buying fake

reviews and working on the cheap just to stand a fighting chance.

Whenever there are disputes between a client and a freelancer over a job delivery, top

freelancing platforms charge users to report the disputes. Some platforms charge as much

as $200 to review a dispute between a client and a freelancer, and most times just end up

suspending accounts without offering any explanations, or releasing wallet funds. In

addition, if a client gives a freelancer a horrible profile review upon the completion of a

job, there is no means for the freelancer to protest this and he is left to bear the

consequences of this, leading to rejection from future clients.

Disputes between Freelancers and Clients



TRADITIONAL ONLINE FREELANCING PLATFORMS
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As shown above, freelancing on traditional platforms online is riddled with  flaws and errors, highlighted in red

colors. These problems are scattered across the entire process, and affect both the client and the freelancer, with

each being placed at risk and having to endure poor platform support and user experience when these issues arise.

As expected, most of these problems occur at the tail end of the process after both parties have devoted

immeasurable efforts and resources towards working together.

Most times, the consequences of these problems impact users so negatively, that it could mean the difference

between putting food on the table of an online freelancer who has devoted countless to a project, or the loss of

vital funds a client chooses to commit to executing his project online.

Freelancers have
no chance to appeal unfair

or biased reviews

X



The introduction of a blockchain system comprising a Digital Platform Currency, Smart Contracts and a transparent

Dispute Resolution Jury sustained by tokenholders will permanently solve the problems seen in traditional online

freelancing, while promoting inclusion for users all over the globe.
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Seamless Fund Withdrawals

Freelancers will be paid in $HFT, and will able to withdraw their funds from their platform

wallets at any time, regardless of where they are in the world. As $HFT will be built on

Ethereum they can be easily traded for FIAT, ETH or BTC once listed on trading exchanges.

With dispute resolution, KYC and skill verification now handled by token holders who are

verified by the community through the blockchain, platform management fees will be

greatly reduced. Also, escrow fees can be eliminated for the platform as the smart

contracts signed for every transaction handle the settlement of tokens to the freelancer

after each successful job. Most importantly, exorbitant payment processor fees, and

freelancer withdrawal fees will also be eliminated due to the introduction of

cryptocurrencies for transactions. The only charges on jobs (3%) will be for distribution through

the platform, rewarding tokenholders for their positive contributions to the blockchain.

Smart Contract Payments and Minimal Transaction Charges

OPPORTUNITY WITH BLOCKCHAIN

Unbiased and Decentralized Dispute Resolution

Verified freelancers on the platform who meet the minimum token holding requirements are

allowed to take part in KYC processes, skill verifications for new freelancers and job dispute

resolutions and thereby maintain the quality of the platform while growing it.
Each decision making process will have equally assigned weights per Jury seat which

reward the participants in tokens according to the complexity of the case. Each case is also

treated independently with different jury sizes (ranging across 21, 51, 101, 151 or 201

members) based on case complexity. Eligible jury members are selected at random for each

voting process and verdicts are reached based on majority votes. During voting / decision making periods, jury

members are anonymous to each other to further enhance the integrity of this process and to prevent   awed

decision making.

BLOCK CHAIN SYSTEM

BENEFITS

EASY
WITHDRAWALS

MINIMAL
CHARGES

TRANSPARENT
DISPUTE RESOLUTION



The Hirefreehands token ($HFT) is an ERC20 utility token, designed to be used by Clients and

Freelancers within the Hirefreehands platform. Following this standard, Hirefreehands tokens are

easily transferable between users and can be supported across various wallets and exchanges.

Within the platform, the $HFT will be used internally to pay for digital freelance services, which

will subsequently be earned by freelancers. When a client signs up on the platform and posts a

job, eligible freelancers can send in their bids to signify interest. Once the client identi  es a bid he

likes, he approves the bid and pays the equivalent price in $HFT. These tokens will be held in escrow by the platform

and triggered to be released to the freelancer’s Hirefreehands wallet, upon satisfactory completion of milestones by

the freelancer. When that happens, the freelancer can in turn:

Ÿ Convert to FIAT or other cryptocurrencies
Hold on to $HFT as a store of value or to maintain privileges within the platform e.g. eligibility for the jury where

he can earn more tokens
Spend it within the platform to pay for other digital services.

Ÿ

Ÿ

A verified freelancer on Hirefreehands who is also a tokenholder on the platform gains special rights to features

within the platform as long as he holds a minimum of 5,000 $HFT for a minimum of 1 month.

Meeting this minimum requirement grants a user the privilege to participate in KYC Checks, Skill Verification Tasks

and Dispute Resolution Cases, and subsequently earn a share of platform fees after a fixed cycle.
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HIREFREEHANDS TOKEN

HIREFREEHANDS JURY
Every verified freelancer, who holds a minimum of 5000 $HFT for 1 month or longer, can apply to join the

Hirefreehands Jury. Admission to this Jury is subject to a decision by an existing Jury selection, which also votes to

ascertain the capacity of the aspiring Jury member to engage in Dispute Resolution cases, or admit new freelancers

on the platform. A 1-month cliff is set in order to prevent exploitation of the Jury by transferring Hirefreehands

tokens between multiple accounts.

If a Jury member spends or transfers his Hirefreehands tokens to another account such that it drops below the

minimum amount required to maintain a Jury seat (5000 $HFT), he will become ineligible for selection to participate

in Jury activities. If he builds up his token holdings back up to the minimum threshold, he will have to wait for 1

month before he earns back his Jury seat. During this period, he maintains all basic rights and access like regular

users on the platform, but will not be able to earn a share of the 3% platform fees from this period, which will be

distributed in quarterly cycles. The share of the platform fees a Jury member earns at each payout cycle is a function

of his efforts and actions on the Jury. By implication, passive Jury members who do not participate in any blockchain

verification and dispute resolution processes for which they are.

5000 $HFT
AND ABOVE

is the number of tokens
required for a freelancer to be

eligible for selection into

HFH
JURY

A one month buffer is set to
prevent the transfer of tokens

to multiple accounts
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JURY ACTIVITY
The Hirefreehands Jury is activated when the

following decision making processes are triggered on

the platform:

1. Freelancer Verification & Jury
Admission:
When a new freelancer has completed all the

necessary application   elds to either become a

ver   ed freelancer or become a Jury member, a

decision Jury selection is activated. A Jury size of “7

members” is selected at random from the Jury pool,

to review the user’s application, along with the

applicants’ submitted portfolio or proof of skill to

show he meets the quality standards for freelancers

on the Hirefreehands platform or can participate in

dispute resolution as the case may be. Each Jury

member will be taken through a simple series of

steps where they review the application material and

make a decision. Every decision making process on

the Hirefreehands Jury is binary, so each applicant

can vote either in favor of approval, or against.
For this category, the Jury is activated for maximum

period of 3 days, during which each nominated

voting Jury member has 12 hours to complete the

process and make a vote decision. If the window for

a Jury member’s decision expires without the Jury

member making a decision, his seat on this particular

case is transferred to a replacement from the Jury

pool. Once the Jury process is concluded with all 7

votes cast, the majority decision is approved, and the

applicant is informed immediately on whether or not

his application is successful. In the event a user gets

rejected, he will be ineligible to reapply for a period

of 3 months, in order to prevent spamming the

system with multiple same applications by the same

user.

2.  Dispute Resolution on Jobs:
When there is a dispute between a client and a

freelancer during the execution of a job, either the

freelancer or a client can activate the dispute

resolution by the click of a button. Once this process

is activated, both the client and freelancer enter their

dispute reasons or grievances, as well as their desired

outcome from the dispute resolution. Once the step

is passed, a jury size of either 15 members, 21

members or 35 members based on the complexity of

the project in question (e.g. a dispute on an app

development project will require more intricate

analysis and hence more jury members on a dispute

on a graphic design image task).

As with veri    ation above, the Jury

members are selected at random

from the Jury pool and are

anonymous to each other to

prevent collusion or bias. The

case is open for 7 days (15 Jury

members), 14 days (21 Jury members) or 21 days (35 Jury

members) and each Jury member has 24 hours, 48 hours

or 72 hours respectively to make their decision. If the Jury

reaches a full decision before the maximum time set, the

freelancer and client are not   ed of the outcome and the

decision is triggered.
When requesting a dispute, the client and freelancer are

given a prede     ed set of options to choose 1 desired

outcome from. These outcomes are:

With the client and freelancer choosing 1 desired

outcome each, the Jury members will review the case

material made available and will make a binary decision in

favor of either the client or the freelancer. Also,

unresponsive nominated Jury members are replaced after

their decision windows expire just as it is in the

Ver   cation Jury above. Most importantly, as Jury sizes

will always be in odd numbers, there will always be a

majority vote at the end of each seating. The Jury for

dispute resolution cases will be chosen at random, but

from a more speci  c pool of Jury members who have pre-

indicated competence in relevant areas like Graphics

Design, Web Development, Content Development, UI/UX

Design, Video & Animation etc. as it relates to the scope

of the project. This way, only competent individuals, with

the capacity to make a decision on speci  c cases, and who

are also invested into the sustenance of the platform by

their minimum token- holding requirements (5000 HTC)

will be allowed to decide the outcomes of disputes.

Ÿ Freelancer getting full payment for work done and job

closed.
Client getting a full refund on payment made for job

(less 3% platform fees) and hiring a new freelancer.
Freelancer getting paid up to milestone completion

stage, if it is a milestone job and the job gets closed.
Job continues with the freelancer having to deliver

according to the smart contract set at the beginning

of the job, and all prior deliveries remain valid.
Job deadline timer gets extended, by a period of time

speci  ed if the client and/or freelancer if they select

this option.

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ



All distributed user fees on the platform come from the accumulated pool of 3%

commission from each project / job delivered on the Hirefreehands platform. Fees

are calculated and disbursed by a smart contract for the 2 categories of Jury

member activities above in this manner:

1. Dispute Resolution Jury Members
A platform fee of 3% is placed on every job on the platform, deducted after the client

pays into escrow before 97% is released to the freelancer. At 97%, Hirefreehands will stand

to be the platform with the highest freelancer remittance rates in the world. This 3% is reserved

to incentivize Jury members in dispute resolution cases.

Once a Jury process is concluded with the set number of nominated Jury members having cast their

votes, the 3% fee on the job is taken and distributed evenly across the participating Jury members (15, 21 or 35 as

the case may be). In the event where a dispute is reported by the client or the freelancer after the conclusion of the

st Jury seating, the reporting party will then be charged a fee equivalent to 3% of the value of that job. This fee is

necessary as each Jury seating process contributes to the successor completion of that job, and the charge is

proportional to the value of the job. This      ers a better alternative to platforms that charge a flat fee of ~$50 to

~$300 regardless of the actual value of the job. This also ensures the dispute resolution option is not abused by

users as they have to pay for it with tokens.

If a job posted on the platform is worth 20,000 $HFT in value, platform fees of 600 $HFT are reserved. Assuming a

dispute is called and a Jury of 15 members sit to determine the outcome of this case, each Jury member earns 40

$HFT at the end of the case, and the tally is counted, with the decision then made known to the client and

freelancer. If after the   rst dispute one of the parties calls for a second dispute resolution, he will have to pay 600

$HFT which will   nance the Jury seating and is shared across the Jury in the end.
At the end of each quarter, the total number of earned tokens by a Jury member is calculated and remitted into the

Jury members’ wallet, which he can then hold, spend or convert on an exchange. If a dispute case is still in the Jury

at the end of a payout cycle, it will not be added to each token holder’s fees for that quarter but will be added to

the next quarter

2.  User Verification Jury Members
Hirefreehands over the past 2 years has already made groundbreaking strides in integrating the best quality control

features, as well as workstream project management tools to improve job delivery and communication between

clients and freelancers. As a result, Hirefreehands today is already synonymous with “World class quality at

ordable Prices”. By implication, the rate of disputes on Hirefreehands is almost non-existent compared to other

freelancing platforms online today.

By transitioning to a blockchain model, we will be decentralizing the quality control and making this spread across a

global community of competent hands while expanding in size. With this, the probability of jobs on the platform

going into disputes remains low, and there will be a signi    ant amount of accumulated platform charges which can

be distributed among users contributing to non-job related blockchain actions.
For each user here, we calculate his earnings by   rstly getting a tally of the total number of vote shares delivered

over a speci  c cycle. Let us denote this number as “S”. We then tally the number of decision-based votes

contributed by this Jury member to S. We denote this number as T. T/S represents the ratio of contribution this Jury

member has made over this cycle.

Secondly, we retrieve the total platform charges outstanding in $HFT after all dispute resolution Jury cases have

been rewarded. Let us denote this number as H.
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CALCULATION OF THE DISTRIBUTED FEES



Thirdly, Jury members in this category are incentivized to hold on to $HFT tokens as the total sum of all $HFT

tokens for the pool of active User Verification Jury members is tallied at the end of the cycle. The total number of

tokens this particular Jury member holds as part of this tally is calculated as a ratio of the total tally. We can denote

this as a percentage – say P%
In the end, the total number of tokens each Jury member from this category receives is calculated as:

If a Jury member is active in both Dispute Resolution cases and User Verification decisions at the end of a cycle, his

total earning from the platform will be a sum of his earnings across both categories, and remitted to his $HFT

wallet.
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THE HIREFREEHANDS PLATFORM
Hirefreehands launched in 2016 with the goal of improving the way online freelancing for digital

services was delivered by ensuring clients got quality for every dollar spent and freelancers were

guaranteed to always get the right value for their work with the clients protection. We took a

very strong stance on quality control and financial inclusion of African talent in the global on-

demand work industry..

To achieve this, we set out to identify and recruit the best digital talents from Africa, and sign

them up to the platform where they could deliver world class work to clients locally or from other

countries across the globe. These amazing African talents are just as skilled as their counterparts across the globe,

but are disadvantaged by default, when working on global freelance platforms like Upwork, as the alienating KYC

requirements and payment protocols there make it an impossible challenge to earn a decent income there.

For this reason, we developed innovative features like our localized KYC and skill verification protocol for aspiring

freelancers, a user-experience-oriented workstream to smoothen communication between clients and freelancers on

project, curated service additions to allow for a tailor made client experience during job posting and most

importantly, our proprietary Price Regulation Algorithm (PRA). The PRA works to determines a 'dynamic' price for

every job clients need delivered, no matter the specifications, add-ons & complexities. See it as the fare calculator in

Uber, but instead, for digital services on-demand (per job/project). With the PRA, we:

Since 2016, we generated over $1,000,000 in Gross Merchandise Value through completed jobs on the platform,

acquired over 10,000+ active users across 11 different countries (Canada, France, Germany, Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria,

Portugal, South Africa, the USA, the UK and the UAE) 50+ client companies and grew to over 500 top-quality verified

African freehands working and earning a living through the platform. These freehands (as we refer to them)

completed hundreds of projects ranging across 5 broad digital service categories – Graphics & Design, Website

Development, Video & Animation, Content Development and App Development. We also recently introduced

Enterprise Projects on the platform to allow medium scale enterprises to larger companies execute their

development projects, making use of teams comprising freehands and project managers all on the platform.

Our goal moving forward with a decentralized system will be to maintain quality as we have always done, while

achieving a scale that will enable every individual and organization across the globe partake in the opportunity we

offer.

Ÿ Removed the need to negotiate prices. Clients post jobs with a system- determined price, and our verified

freehands bid based on how well they can deliver, not how cheap. This levels the playing ground, emphasizes

quality of work over price & makes hiring the perfect talent effortless.
Ensured that prices of services are always affordable for clients, but also fair & worth the value for freelancers so

everyone wins.

Ÿ

= (P% * H * T/S) in Hirefreehands
Tokens.



Implementing a Jury based decision making system will enable the Hirefreehands

platform scale globally, while maintaining quality across it’s different stages of

operation – Freelancer Recruitment & Job Delivery between users. However,

the integrity of the voting process plays a major role in maintaining the

quality of the platform. It will be important to implement layered features

that ensure that users not only make decisions, but right decisions.

The following features will be implemented alongside the Hirefreehands Jury

system for both Skill Verification and Dispute Resolution.
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PLATFORM PROCESS INTEGRITY

1.  Eligibility Ranking, Anonymity and
Proof of Process
As previously explained, these 2 factors play a huge

role in preventing biased and poor quality voting

from members. First of all, to be eligible to

participate in a Jury, a user must have proven

capacity to contribute to the decision making

process. Minimum rating levels will be set for all

decision making categories either in freelancer

verification or dispute resolution. The platform

review and rating for freelancers on jobs completed

system here will be used to determine who is eligible

to be included in the Jury pool. For example, to be

eligible for a Jury to review entry applications of new

Graphics Designers, a Hirefreehands freelancer will

need to have completed 10 Graphics Design jobs on

the platform, while maintaining a minimum average

rating of 4.5 out of 5, and having no negative

reviews. Different limits and requirements will be set

for the different Jury needs, and users will be

included in the Jury pool only after fulfiling minimum

requirements.
Also, during selection of Jury members, all Jury members

remain anonymous until the votes have been tallied. More

importantly, only ‘case-relevant’ information about the

applicants will be provided to the decision makers on the

Jury. This will help prevent skewed decision making due

to natural biases towards gender, race, age, physical

appearance or culture.

In addition, the Proof of Process Protocol will be

implemented in Hirefreehands Jury to help Jury

Participants follow the designed procedure for decision

making. Proof of Process is a scalable protocol that allows

multiple partners to trust a common process, or a

workflow, by decoupling the proof of data from the

secret data in a way that results in a single contextual

proof that spans all the steps of a process. An open JSON

standard like Chainscript, which also implements a Proof

of Existence function will be implemented to achieve this
vital feature for the Jury voting process.



2.  Sampling Decision-Blocks for Vetting
At the end of each cycle, each user who has participated in Jury cases will be eligible to receive reward tokens (as

calculated above). However, before the conclusion of each cycle, random sample cases are automatically compiled

by the system and presented to randomly selected Juries to decide and vote on.
These cases will be the compilations of a single user (Jury Participant’s) decisions on the blockchain over that speci  c

cycle. All the participant’s decisions, outcomes and case involvements will be randomly pulled from a pool (this

sample can go as high as 1 out of every 5 Jury members) and a Jury will be selected anonymously to review this

participant’s case and “vet” the quality of his decisions over that cycle. The Jury will check to see if this user followed

the due process in each Jury case he was involved in, and this way, ensure that there is an extra layer of self-

supervision to ensure Jury Participants do not abuse the process and privileges that come with voting.

3. Outcome Based Rewards – Proof of Stake Protocol
The Proof of Stake Protocol is a feature that will be introduced after the existing features have been rolled out, to

help tie the impact of a decision, to the reward a participant gets from it. With this feature, participants are

encouraged to Stake their tokens when making decisions. If the eventual outcome of the decision is good, the user

gets rewards from mined coins (different from platform fees already due) and if the decision is wrong, the user

loses his stake.

Applications of the Proof of Stake protocol across the platform are diverse. First of all, when implemented, it helps
reduce the number of cases that go to dispute. A user requesting a dispute resolution for a jury decided outcome
will have to stake a minimum amount of tokens for the Jury to be called to act. If the eventual decision goes against him,
hence proving him wrong, he loses his staked tokens. Also, Jury Participants in freelancer recruitment cases can choose
to stake on an applicant, if they are certain the freelancer will be a positive addition to the platform and will contribute to
the growth and quality of work done on the platform. Once this freelancer is admitted into the platform and works on jobs
successfully, participants who stake on him get mined rewards separate from platform fees.

A feature like this will also help in a referral system where tokenholders will be incentivized to invite other top

quality freelancers whom they will be willing to vouch for. You can stake on a referral, and every time this freelancer

completes a job successfully or meets minimum performance requirements down the line, you get rewarded. This

will help to improve the overall quality of work and users on the platform.
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COMPARISON WITH OTHER PLATFORMS
For the sake of simpli  ed analysis, we have selected 3 other platforms to illustrate what a true workplace of the

future can be on Hirefreehands with blockchain technology. Upwork and Freelancer are online traditional freelancing

platforms, while the third is a platform aiming to introduce a decentralized network through blockchain to

freelancing.

Freelancer Upwork

10%

Blocklancer Hirefreehands

20% 0% 0%Fees for Clients

Fees for freelancers

Withdrawal fees

Platform charges
for conversion

Withdrawal speed

Price protection (PRA)

Freelancer skill          cation

Payment security

Identity security

Working product

Product URL

Traction and Live users

Protection from
censorship

Quality Control

Decentralized decision
making

Jury Eligibility

Ads interrupting
user experience

Dispute resolution
penalties

Penalize jury participants
who vote in the monority

Privacy

Promotes Inclusion
for Africa

3%

2.75% $0.99 Fee 0% 0%

5% 0% 0% 0%

= 3 Days Immediate

X

X

X

X

www.freelancer.com

X

X

X

X

N/A

= $100

NO

N/A

X

X

2.75%

= 4 Days

X

X

X

X

www.upwork.com www.blocklancer.com www.hirefreehands.com

X

X

X

X

N/A

NO YES X NO

Users who meet
the token holding

requirement for the platform,
regardless of skill capacity

only users who meet
minimum token holding
requirements and are

also verified in skill capacity
by the existing jury

= $200 = $500 = $0

N/A YES X NO

X X

X X

3% 3%

Immediate

X

X

X



ROADMAP

020202020202

020202020202

August 2016

Hirefreehands
Launched Beta Version

March 2017

Hirefreehands Introduced
Enterprise Projects

June 2018

Pre-Sale

Q43/ Q4 2018

Integration of $HFT into
Platform & Launch of Global

Expansion Efforts

Q2/Q3 2019

Integration of Proof of
Stake Protocol &

PM Automation Systems

2020

Milestone Goal of
3,000,000 Global Active

Users (Clients & Freelancers)

December 2016

Hirefreehands crossed
100 jobs completed

November 2017

Blockchain Concept
Developed and Researched

March 2018

Hirefreehands
Whitepaper Published

July 2018

Crowd Sale

Q1/Q2 2018

Blockchain Integration
of Proof of Skill & Platform
Decision Jury Systems

Q4 2019

Constant Platform
Upgrades & Enhancements;
Milestone Goal of 1,000,000
Platform Users
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TOKEN SALE TERMS
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50%

5%

15%

30%

55%

10%

35%

55%

35%

10%

Marketing and advertising expenses to grow the
user base, seal new partnerships and improve
the reputation of the platform.

IT INFRASTRUCTURE
& DEVELOPMENT

Research, development, and maintenance
of the Hirefreehands platform and all
software deployed to improve user
experience in this regard.

MARKETING AND
USER ACQUISITION

LEGAL &
ADMINISTRATIVE

To cover costs of forming
the optimal legal structure for the
$HFT ICO, for general administrative
and operational costs in the
expansion of the platform.

50%

30%

15%

5%

Sold to the general public to raise funds
and increase liquidity of HFH.

RESERVED
FOR COMPANY

149,700,000
Reserved and vested for the growth of
company (Operations & Expansion) and further
development the platform (Tech & Licenses).

TOKEN SALE

249,500,000

CORE CONTRIBUTORS
& TEAM ALLOCATION

74,850,000

COMMUNITY

24,950,000

Team token grants that will be
locked in a vesting schedule,
as well as contributor allocations.

To be distributed through smart
contracts to platform users,
helping them earn rewards for
contributing actions on
platform and for marketing
the ICO to maximize raise

12

Token Distribution

Token Sale Proceeds Allocation



TOKEN SALE TERMS
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     June

2018
June

2018
      July

2018
June

2018

Pre-Sale
Starts

Pre-Sale
Ends

Crowd Sale
Starts

Crowd Sale
Ends

Soft Cap:

$2,000,000
Hard Cap:

$10,000,000

499,000,000 $HFT
Total Tokens Outstanding

One $HFT = $0.05
Accepted: USD, BTC, ETH

Sale Target

Sale Schedule

13



TEAM
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Sunkanmi Ola
Co-Founder & CEO

·  Forbes Africa 30 Under 30 2018;
·  MBA, HULT International Business School, London & San Francisco;  
·  Digital Marketing Professional Diploma, DM3 Institute, Dubai;
·  Account Planning Professional Diploma, Cannes Lions Academy, France;
·  5 Years In Digital Services & Talent Management (Founded Syracuse Digital In 2012).

Rayane Hocine
Global Marketing and Strategic Partnerships

·  Founder at Magna Numeris, a Blockchain company incubated in Paris;
·  Served as Chief Digital Officer at SureRemit [RMT], Africa’s most successful ICO to date;
·  Expansive experience in Digital Marketing and Operations Strategy across multiple
   Blockchain companies globally.

Gabriel Esu
Co-Founder & Chief Product Officer

·  MSc Creative Technology, Leeds Beckett University, UK;
·  Design Team at Financial Force, UK (A Sales Force Company) and Mobidoc (African HealthTech Startup);  
·  8 Years Experience In Brand Direction & Integrated Product Design.

Babatunde Adigun
Co-Founder and CTO

·  MSc Nuclear Engineering, Imperial College London, UK;
·  6 Years Experience In Integrated Code Development, And Big Data Analytics;
·  5 Years Experience In Applied Interdisciplinary Engineering Research.
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Eduardo Cantoni
Global Business Development

·  Business Administration & Management expert from the Int. University of Monaco;
·  Over 2 years experience in Global Blockchain Business Development, including role at Humaniq
   during it’s hugely successful ICO.

Abel Ekele
Chief Digital Officer

·  Founder of PaidTrends BV, a decentralized influencer Blockchain Startup based in Amsterdam;
·  Creative Digital Marketing Professional with Experience in Fintech and Blockchain;
·  2014 Nominee Top 35-Under35 CEOs for young entrepreneurs driving the future of Africa.



ADVISORS
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Dr. Yusaf Akbar
Dr. Akbar is an Associate Professor of Management at CEU (Central

European University) Business School, with extensive teaching, research

and consulting experience in more than 10 countries including MIB

School of Management, Hult International Business School, Shanghai

Jiaotong University & Stockholm School of Economics.

Hans Christenssen
Hans is currently serving as Director of DTEC (Dubai Technology

Entrepreneurship Centre), the largest facility of its kind in the Middle

East housing 700 Tech start-ups and incubators, labs and also

accelerators. He has 20+ years' experience in building up departments

in large organizations, advising startups and starting small companies

in South America, Europe and the UAE. Hans, holds a BA in Economics

and Finance from Bentley University, and an EMBA from Hult

International Business School.

Dickson Nsofor
Dickson is CEO at blockchain infrastructure company, Kora

Foundation. He was previously VP of Business Development at

Humaniq and lectures on Blockchain for Finance at INSEEC.
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Olivia Chow
Olivia is founder and CEO of Yokip Consulting, a blockchain 
cross-border payment advisory, research, and technology firm. To 
further promote the development of the blockchain payments 
ecosystem, she also is Co-Chair of The Blockchain Series and The 
RemTECH Awards whose ceremony is hosted by the United 
Nations. Olivia has a decade of experience helping public and 
private companies break into new markets and innovate.
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Stephen Ozoigbo
Stephen is the CEO of the African Technology Foundation (ATF), an

investor and an advisor to multiple technology startups. The ATF is a

Silicon Valley Corporation that seeks to globalize African tech by

addressing the obvious gaps in Africa's tech startup pipeline. He also

serves as the Managing Partner of Lions@FRICA, a Pan-African

focused initiative of the US State Department.

Maomao Hu
Maomao is the COO at Kora Foundation, an infrastructure for inclusive

financial systems via the blockchain. He has broad experience with AI

Sales and Implementation at Neurensic and Capco Digital.
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COMPANY

Hirefreehands tokens are being generated and held by Pitch and Gray Investment

Holdings Limited (Pitch & Gray) on behalf of token holders. Pitch & Gray is a Private

Limited Liability company incorporated in Hong Kong and operating under Hong

Kong law, and hold $HFT issuance rights on behalf of Hirefreehands. Pitch & Gray

will assist with providing governance services for the ICO in the short term. Other

than explicitly stated in this White Paper, Pitch & Gray does not provide the services

associated with Hirefreehands.

CONCLUSION
The Global freelance industry is among the fastest growing in the world and predicted to engage over 80% of the

global workforce by 2030. The benefits of online freelancing are set to grow along with this, just as much as the

current pains experienced at all corners of the industry by clients and freelancers today. Clients need to get

nonnegotiable quality for their monetary resources spent, and freelancers need to avoid exploitation, getting

monetary value for their time and energy spent.

By integrating Hirefreehands with blockchain technology, we will democratize quality control, make transactions in

online freelancing affordable, increase trust in online freelancing through decentralization, extend opportunity to

disadvantaged skilled workers all over the world and by so doing, build the true workplace of the future.

DISCLAIMER
This white paper is intended to present relevant information to potential Hirefreehands purchasers (purchaser) in

connection with the proposed generation and sale of Hirefreehands tokens – $HFT (token issuance), including

information about the underlying software application and blockchain protocol used to create and distribute

Hirefreehands tokens (Hirefreehands smart contract) and the Hirefreehands ecosystem (together with the

Hirefreehands smart contract, the Hirefreehands platform). The information contained in this white paper is not

intended to be exhaustive and the statements included in this white paper are not intended to create a contractual

relationship. Nothing in this white paper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort or a solicitation for

investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in any

jurisdiction.

This document is not composed in accordance with, and is not subject to, laws or regulations of any jurisdiction,

which are designed to protect investors. Certain statements, estimates and financial information contained in this

white paper constitute forward- looking statements or information. Such forward-looking statements or information

involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties which may cause actual events or results to difer materially

from the estimates or the results implied or expressed in such.
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